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I INTRODUCTION'
'

The Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (S ALP)is an integrated Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) staff effort to collect observations and data and to periodically evaluate
licensee performance on the basis of this information. The SALP process is supplemental to
normal regulatory processes used to ensure compliance with NRC rules and regulations. SALP
is intended to be sufficiently diagnostic to provide a rational basis for allocating NRC resources
and to provide meaningful feedback to the licensee's management to improve the quality and
safety of plant operations.

An NRC SALP Board met on September 23,1991, to review the collection of performance
observations and data and to assess the licensee's performance at the Peach Bottom Atomic
Power Station. This assessment was conducted in accordance with the guidance in NRC Manual

Chapter 0516, " Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance," dated September 28,1990.

This report is the NRC's assessment of the licensee's safety performance at the Peach Bottom
Atomic Power Station for the period June 1,1990 through August 3,1991.

The SALP Board for the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station assessment consisted of the
following individuals:

Chairman:
C. W. Hehl, Director, Division of RG: tor Projects (DRP)

Members:

L. Bettenhausen, Chief, Operations Branch, Division of Reactor Safety (DRS)
R. Blough, Chief, Projects Branch 2, DRP
W. Butler, Director, Project Directorate I-2, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)
R. Cooper, Deputy Director, Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards (DRSS)
J. Lyash, Senior Resident Inspector, DRP
J. Shea, Acting Project Manager, NRR

Others Participating-

N. Blumberg, Chief, Performance Programs Section, DRS
R. Bores, Chief, Effluents Radiation Protection, DidS
D. Chawaga, RaJiation Specialist, DRSS
C. Conklin, Semor Emergency Preparedness Specialist, DRSS
L. Doerflein, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 2B, DRP
J. Durr, Chief, Engineering Branch, DRS
M. Evans, Resident Inspector, DRP
E. Gray, Chief, Materials Section, DRS
W. Lanning, Deputy Director, DRS
W. Lazarus, Chief, Emergency Preparedness Section, DRSS
D. Mannai, teactor Engineer, DRP
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L. Myers, Resident Inspector, DRP
W. Pasciak, Chief, Facilities Radiation Protection Section, DRSS
V. Rooney, Project Manager, NRR
G. Smith, Senior Physical Security inspector, DRSS

11 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

II.A Overview

The facility was operated safely and conservatively during the assessment period. Licensee
management continued to maintain strong involvement in site activities and to promote a safety
conscious approach, Significant progress was made toward achievernent of some long-term
goals, including improved operator staffing and career paths. Licensee resource commitments
in the form of personnel development programs, plant modifications and several process
improvement efforts were evident. Also, the licensee initiated a series of comprehensive self-
assessments that were effective in identifying program and personnel performance areas for
improvement.

The posidve effects of some of these self-assessment efforts were offset by ineffective root cause
analyses and implementation of corresponding conective actions. Indication of this included
continuing programmatic weaknesses in the areas of surveillance testing, radiation work practices
and the corrective action process. Also, personnel errors, procedure weakness and lack of
attention to detail continued to be persistent problems in the conduct of routine activities. As
a result, licensee performance improvement efforts were slowed and there was no consistent
trend in the overall level of performance.

In summary, licensee performance was variable but remained at an overall level consistent with
the last assessment period. Licensee management continued to promote a safety conscious
approach; however, continuing problems with the prformance of routine activities indicate that
this standard has not been fully accepted at all levels of the plant staff. Management attention
is needed to identify and address factors contributing to the observed performance weaknesses.
if hb improvement is to be . realized. This includes ensuring root cause analyses are of
sufficient depth to consistently identify contributing factors so that effective corrective acticas
can be developed and implemented;- and establishing adequate work standards which are
communicated and reinforced with alllevels of the plant staff and supervision.

|
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II.B Facility Performance Analysis Summary

Rating, Trend Rating, Trend
fanslignal Area lJtst Period This Period

Plant Operations 2 2

Radiological Controls 2 2

Maintenance / Surveillance 2 2

Emergency Preparedness 1 1

1 Security and Safegu rds 1 1

Engineering / Technical 2 2

Support

Safety Assessment / 2 2

; Quality Verification

Previous Assessment Period: July 1,1989 through May 31,1990

Present Assessment Penad: June 1,1990 through August 3,1991

e

|
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III PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Ill.A Plant Operations

III. A.1 Analysis

The
The NRC assessed Plant Operations as Category 2 in the previous SALP period.
philosophy consistently reinforced by management and largely accepted by the staff was one of
a careful, thoughtful and safety conscious approach. Licensed operators responded well to
challenging plant transients and displayed a sound knowledge of plant design and procedures.
Lapses in personnel attention to detail were noted, particularly during routine activities.
Licensee programs to ensure that proper equipment status was established and periodically
veri 5ed weren't wholly successful, and resulted in several problems during the period. While
licensec efforts to improve operator staffing and career paths continued, progress was slow.

During the current SALP period, the quality of pi nt opentions and licensed operatort

performance remained censistent with that noted in the previous SALP period. The licensee
made substantial progress in strengthening operator staffing and shift supervisor carect paths.
But the licensee was only marginally effective in addressing several weak areas noted during the
last SALP period such as procedure use and adherence, review of work activities, and event
followup effectiveness.

During the current period, licensee management continued efforts to meet operator staffing goals
and to establish operator career paths, and made substantial progress. Each of the six operating
shifts exceeded the number of operators required by the plant Technical Specifications. During
this period, the licensee attained the goal of increasing Unit Reactor Operator (RO) staff'mg from
three to four ROs per crew. Also ar, a result of the increased stafting, licensee management was
able to astign three Shift Superviscrs (SSV) to asitions in training, emergency preparedness and
permit and blocking preparation. Two Chief Operators were also assigned to develop a new

The licensee developed and is supporting a college degree|
equipment clearance program.

Nineteen personnel began the Ove-year progmm inprogram for operations personnel.
September 1990. These efforts had a positive impact on operations staff morale and profession-

i

L
alism, and provided a broader mix of experienced licensed operators and licensed degreed

L engineers on-shift.

Mid-way through the SALP period two former Shift Managers (SM) were promoted to
Operations Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent. Both of these individuals have strong._

!

operations backgrounds. Operations management continued to be visibly involved in daily plant
,

activities and in monitoring shift performance.

The SMs and SSVs maintained generally good oversight of activities, and displayed a
The SMs effectively raised

questioning, safety conscious approach to operation of the plant.
operating concerns to plant management and other work groups for resolution. During plant
transients, the SM provided effective leadership. SSV knowledge and use of the emergency

.
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operating procedures and direction of the operating crew were commendable. However, the
NRC noted several instances of less than ad quate review by shift management of the impact of
surveillance and maintenance activities M. ore release was given to start work, and in aggres-
sively questioning and resolving deficient plant conditions. For example, a high pressure coolant
injection (HPCI) system isolation resulted when a surveillance test was released for performance
while an isolation signal was already in on another channel. Also, shift management released
a battery charger for maintenance without adequately understanding that the evolution would
impact the operability of other systems. Some weakness was also noted in the licensee's process
for making operability determinations for non-routine equipment problems. When the standby
liquid control (SLC) solution storage tank was overheated, shift management did not recognize
the potential impact on SLC operability for several shifts. The operability impact of a leaking
primary containment isolation valve back-up gas supply was not promptly assessed, in another
case the SM declared HPCI operable without completing an adequate review, or involving the
appropriate members of the technical staff. HPCI was later found to be inoperable due to the
mechanical failure of several valves. Less than adequate procedures, training and communica-
tions contributed to these incidents.

Control room ROs and non-licensed operators continued to perform professionally and to exhibit

good safety perspective. ROs were knowledgeable of plant conditions and promptly and
effectively responded to annunciators and plant transients. Operator response to several plant
challenges during the period was commendable. For example, operator response and corrective
actions following a reactor recirculation MG set speed transient precluded the need for a scram
on Unit 2. Non licensed operators implementing daily plant tours and surveillances were very
knowledgeable of their duties, procedures and equipment. Although operator errors did not
cause any significant plant transients, the NRC noted several lapses in proper operator use of
and adherence to procedures. Examples included improper reset of a control room high
radiation isolation, improper lineup of the mechanical vacuum pump and failure to log reactor
recirculation loop temperatures during plant heat-up and cool-down. In one case an operator
failed to review the procedure before initiating heat-up of the SLC solution. The SLC solution
was overheated, potentially impacting the operability of both trains. There were also a number
of valve alignment errors attributable to operator performance. x

9
<

Toward the end of the assessment period, both the NRC and the licensee identified that the event
investigation program exhibited weakness. Although the licensee improved the program
substantially during the last SALP period, the quality of the root cause analyses for operational
events remained inconsistent. This contributed to performance weeesses such as those
described above. The licensee took steps near the end of the period to strengthen this area,
including assignment of an experienced operations engineer to oversee the program. In addition,
the licensee initiated a self-assessment of the event investigation and corrective action program.

The licensee's equipment permit and blocking program functioned adequately during the period
to ensure personnel and equipment safety. However, several events occurred during the period
that suggested the level of care and review in preparing the permits needed improvement. For
example, permit weaknesses resulted in an inadvertent Unit 2 reactor scram and isolations of

_ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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shutdown cooling during a unit outage. The licensee recognized this weakness end took action
to assess and correct the personnel performance problem. In addition, near the end of the
period, the licensee implemented a new clearance and tagging system. The new system has not
been in place long enough to determine its effectiveness.

The licensee conducted a Unit 3 mid-cycle outage and a Unit 2 refueling outage during this
period. Licensee management was actively involved and the NRC saw good communications
and coordination between operations and other work groups. The licensee maintained a positive
overall control room environment despite implemeritation of significant Unit 2 control panel
modifications. Following the outages, the licensee planned and properly conducted plant
evolutions and testing. Shift turnovers were generally thorough and communications between
operations personnel were effective.

The licensee's program for requalifying licensed operators was very good. In addition to the
requalification exams conducted, the NRC administered three initial licensed operator exams.
The pass rate for all exams was excellent. Even though a few weaknesses in the operator
training program were identified, the licensee's overall performance was good in its preparation
of individuals for examinations and for plant operations.

The licensee developed and implemented a dual-license Limited Senior Reactor Operator
(LSRO) Fuel Handling program. The program focused on developing and licensing SROs
limited to fuel handling at both Limerick and Peach Bottom. The licensee's training program
was effective, with all nine candidates passing the initial fuel handling examination. Although
the pass rate for the initial examination was good, the licensee and the NRC noted performance
problems during refuel'.ng activities. ' Die licenser made several fuel bundle placement errors
during core reload, reflecting wennesses in personnel attention, procedures and fuel pool
physical Conditions. Also, the LSRO's did not demonstrate supervisory initiative to insist upon

quality environment and support for the job. The licensee strengthened procedures tnd
(ed additional training in this area in preparation for the September 1991 Unit 3 refuel

l s.

In summary, 'he quality of plant operations remained at about the same level as in the previous
SALP period. Licensed operators continued to resnond well to challenging plant transients, and
showed a sound knowledge of plant design. During the period, the licensee attained the goal
of increasing Unit RO staffing from three to four ROs per crew, and begr.n to broaden the shift
supervisor career path. Howen.r, the licensee was not completely effective in resolving
weaknesses regarding procedure use and adherence, review and monitoring of work activities
and permit development. Late in the SALP period, the licensee and the NRC identified
weaknesses in the licensee's root cause analysis program. In some cases effective corrective
actions were not implemented to resolve the performance weaknesses noted, in part because the
basic root causes for events were not consistently identified. Licensee management initiated
actions to address this weakness near the end of the period.

Ill. A.2 Perforrnance Rating: Category 2

_ _ _ - ___ - - __ - _ _ _ __ - _ _ _ _ ______
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111.B Radiological Controls
|

Ill.B.1 Analysis

The previous SALP Report rated Radiological Controls as Category 2. Program strengths !

J
included good ALARA performance, effective implementation of the in field health physics
program and a good incident reporting system. Improvements in job planning and coordination,
and relations with other site sections were also noted. In addition, a decreased reliance on
contractors was obsc:ved. Weaknesses were found in management oversight, training, self- )
assessment, root cause analysis and corrective actions, in addition, an excessive number of poor ;

radiation work practices occurred. |

Ill.B. l .1 Radiological Protection

During the S ALP period, the health physics (llP) organization experienced significant changes
in personnel. These changes have been accompanied by changes in program administration and
management philosophy, Program improvement resulted in some areas while other areas were
adversely affected. Technical issues were generally well managed and areas such as the
instrument control program were much improved. In contrast, radiological protection

department fwld operations were negatively impacted duris.g the Unit 2 outage as a result of
poorly dermed supervisor responsibilities. Some problems identified during the last two SALP
periods continued during this period. A comprehensive self assessment audit was completed at
the end of the period. All aspects of the radiation protection program were evaluated, and the
audit was effective in identifying several areas for improvement.

Management usurance of quality was adequa.c during the assessment period, liowever,

incidents involving poor radiation worker practices were numerous and corrective actions were
sometimes too limited in swpe. While corrective actions were taken when incidents occurred,
they were not always effective in addressing the root causes for problems, and similar problems
sometimes recurred after corrections had been implemented. For example, poor radiological
work practices and failure to achieve compliance with procedures were documented on numerous
occasions In the Radiological Occurrence Report system. Corrective actions often included
worker co mseling and restoration of radiological controls to the level that existed prior to the
incident (replace boundaries, postings, etc.). Broad methods, applicable to all station personnel,

; to preveit recurrence, such as formal communication from upper management, training,
improveJ procedures, or enhanced supervision, were absent or ineffective in some cases.l

I

in ge .eral, technical issues were rapidly and effectively resolved du ing the period. Somei

acer .npilshments included implementation and enhancement of a new computerized lip database
|

ayuem, preparation for hydrogen water chemistry and analysis of contamination detection
cchniques. Other technical issues were sometimes met with a less expeditious approach For

example, station and corporate pms, I had not reached technical resolution and agreement on-

the appropriateness of using thermohninescent dosimeter data for noble gas exposures. Despite
these occasional problems, overall resolution of technical issues was goM.

1

,,. _ , _ _ . . _ , , , . _ _ , . , m _ , . .
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11ealth physics technicians were observed to provide adequate pre briefs to personnel prior to
entry into contaminated and high radiation areas. IIP technicians were very knowledgeable of
plant radiological conditions and assured minimal exposure to personnel. Toward the end of the
sal > period, the Plant Information hianagement System was installed at the station. The
licensee ewts this system to streamline information gathering and verification at the entry and
exit points for the power block, and to climinate the need for individual dose cards,

llP management personnel attended the Shift bianager's morning meetings ano provided
infonnation to other departments on llP issues. The interface between llP and other plant 1

clepartms.ts was gaod and cooperation was evident at those meetings. In general, IIP support
for routine operation, maintenance and testhg activities was well controlled and preplanning was
good. One noted exception is the continued occurrence of spills involving the reactor water
clear.-up system, hiajor modifications, including replacement of the Unit 2 main condenser,
en ergency service water piping, and emergency core cooling system injection check valves; re-
rucking of the Unit 3 spent fuel pool; and torus diving activities were well planned and
controlled with only minar problems encountered. Good ALARA practices were utilized to
minimize employee exposure. ALARA goals were aggressive and generally met by the licensee.
Good licensee initiatives included the establishment of IIP access control points for jobs such
as the main condenser modification and the rebuilding of control rod drives, and the assignment
of a group of IIP technicians specifically to support the Unit 2 main condenser modification.

During the last assessment period the licensee implemented reductions in lip staffing. During
the current period the loss of personnel did not adversely impact the overall quality of the
radiological control program. Although attrition resulted in the turnover of several individuals
from key positions within the organization, replacement of these individuals with qualified
personnel has resulte<i in adequate staffing levels.

Training facilities were significantly improved during the period. A new building was
constructed which houses HP training :lassrooms and laboratories. The facilities were spacious
and generally well equipped. The licensee's General Employee Training program has been
strengthened and appeared to be comprehensive.

The training needs for supervisors and support staff professionris were more clearly defined
during the pervd. A program was initiated to train llP supervisors to become more prcficient
and uniform in their approach to management of the '.cchnician work force. Training

requirements for professional support staff personnel were evaluated by corporate personnel.
Overall, training efforts were improving. However, thesc improvements are still underway and
their full effect has not yet been realired.

Ill.B. l .2 Radwaste, Radiological Environmental Monitoring, Ef0nent Control j
and Chemistry Programs i

NRC review of QA audits and surveillances of the t Y mdioactive waste and transportation
program found thern to be of excellent scope and qualm /. The licensee also has an execlient

_
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training program for radwaste personnel. Team work and professionalism contributed to
effective resolution of technical issues in the radwaste area.

Review of the licensec's Radiological linvironmental hionitoring Program (Plih1P) indicatc<' that
the licensee was conducting an excellent program for routine operations. The licensee
impicmented an effective quality control program to ensure the validity of the analytical
measurements for the RiihiP samples. The scope and technical depth of Nuclear Quality
Assurance (NQA) audits assessing Riih1P were excellent. The meteorological monitoring
systems were properly calibrated and maintained.

The licensee also conducted an excellent efnuent control program and effectively implemented
the Offsite Dose Calculation hianual. The scope and technicd depth of NQA audits in these
areas were excellent. Air cleaning systems were properly tested and maintained. A weakness
was identified involving failure to establish a procedure, as required by the Technical
Speci0 cations, for the calibration of the liquid cfnuent radiation monitors. The licensee took
action to correct the problem. The reliability of the radiological monitoring system (RhtS) was
identined as a weakness early in the sal.P period. The licensec took action to improve the
performance, assigning a system engineer overall responsibility for the Rh15. Since this assign-
ment, the engineer has demonstrated pronciency relative to the opaability, maintenance and
calibration of the RhtS. This indicates good management support for the effluent control
program.

The licensee continued to implement a strong chemistry control program. Administrative
limitations on primary water chemistry parameters have been established and are routinely
monitored and enforced by licensee management. The licensee made significant progress on
several major modincations related to plant chemistry during this assessment period. These
included zine injection, hydrogen water chemistry and replacement of the Unit 2 main
condenser. This investment of resources is evidence of the licensee's commitment to
maintaining and improving water chemistry.

111.B.1.3 Summary

in summary, signiGcant personnel changes in the llP organization occurred reaulting in some
program improvement. Ilowever, weaknesses identified during the previous two SALP periods
still existed. The licensee's analysis of root causes for these weaknesses and the corrective
actions taken were not always effective, hianagement assurance of quality was evident for
technical issues and somewhat less effective in assuring the quality of performance for the in-

Deld program. ALARA performance was gomi and averall the training program showed
improvement. Performance in the areas of rad vaste, transportation, ef0uents, chemistry, and
the RiihiP continue <i to be very good

Ill.B.2 Performance Rating: Category 2

|
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III.B.3 SALP Board Comment

Despite a substantial commitment of resources and training by the licensee, the long standing
problems with radiation work practices have not been fully resolved. The SALP Board viewed
this as an organization wide problem, and not one affected only by the l{P organization.

Ill.C Maintenance and Surveillance

Ill.C.1 Analysis

The NRC assigned a rating of Category 2 for the Maintenance and Surveillance functional area
during the last period. The licensee's planning and oversight of maintenance and instrument &
controls (l&C) activities were good. The licensee established the use of several predictive
maintenance techniques. The licensee completed major surveillance testing activities adequately.
The NRC noted problems with procedural adherence and attention todetail dunng performance
of routine testing. The licensee's surveillance test (ST) scheduling and test results review
program exhibited significant weaknesses.

During this SALP period maintenance staffing remained adsuate, Although there was
significant turnover in first and second !ine rnaintenance supervisien as a result of the licensee's
early retirement program, no degradation in performance was observed. Management's

commitment to the use of the Supervisory Development Academy as a tool for identifying and
training supervisors enabled them to develop suiti,ble replacement personnel, who perforrned
reasonably well.

Licensee maintenance management clearly stressed the need for self-assessment of organization
activities. A broad assessment of maintenance and I&C performance was completed early in the
period, an action plan to address the identified issues was implemented, and these actions
resulted in improved performance. In response to an adverse performance trend in the I&C
area, the licensee performed a detailed assessment of this portion of the organization. Corrective
action plans were established, and implementation of these plans was begun.110th assessmentt
provided valuable insights and reflected management's desire to continue to improve
performance.

The physical condition and reliability of plant equipment was generally good. The operational
impact of plant scrams and forced shutdowns experienced during this period was less tnan the
previous period. l{owever, several plant power reductions, forced outages or trips occurred due
to equipment failures. For example, power reductions or shutdowns resulted from recurring
electro-hydraulic control system leaks, and from a loss of main transformer cooling. Safety
system forced outage rates for some systems, such as high pressure coolant injection increased
during the period. Licensee management was clearly attentive to this, and assigned experienced
technical staff and supervisory resources to monitor these systems. This action was effective
in reversing the trend.

wy - -
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llousekeeping performance continued to be strong throughout the period. The licensee
maintained the plant uncluttered and area contamination levels remained low. 'Ihis allowed
operators system engineers and plant managers to more closely monitor equipment performance.

In general, the maintenance planning and documentation process functioned well. Coordination
between various working groups was good. The licensee continued to use daily meetings with
the Shift hianager, and working meetings with participation from each supporting group, to
assign priorities and to facilitate completion of tasks. The licensee implemented the Plant
Information hianagement System (PihtS) late in the SALP period. Pih1S is a computer based
system that integrates the task identification, planning and authe ization processes. PihtS
represents a significant commitment of resources to improving the efficiency and effectiveness
of the work planning and control system hild way through the period the licensee revised the
guidelines used for planning and scheduling elective maintenance. The revised guidance
provides for more comprehensive assessment of plant condition, the status of off site power
supplies end the potential risk associated when planning system outages. The NitC noted some
problems with the process for review and disposition of maintenance requests forms (h1RF).
The licensee canceled or deferred several hiRFs documenting abnormal reactor water level
instrument performance that were later determined to affect instrument operability, in these
cases, the licensec did not perform an adequate review or include the appropriate staff in the
evaluation. The equipment trouble tag (1 SIT) program was also weak. The licensee did not
always remove EITs following completion of maintenance tasks, and not all applied ETI's
resulted in generation of a h1RF. Tbjs could mask equipment deficiencies.

The licensee conducted most routine corrective and preventive maintenance activitics in a
controlled manner. For example, the licensee develo;xxl and effectively performed the
procedures and training needed for conducting the emergency diesel generator (EDG) 18-month
maintenance using in house personnel. The licensee's approach to inspection and repair of torus
shell corrosion, and to testing and replacement of degraded elcrical cable associated with the
off site power supplies was also noteworthy. Ilowever, the NRC identined several examples
of poor procedure adherence during performance of maintenance tasks, biaintenance personnel
did not follow procedures for performance of Ln EDG electrical splice, reassembly of scram
pilot solenoid valves and replacement of a standby liquid control spool piece. Poor attention to
detail and inadequate independent verification during the reinstallation of EDG electrical brushes
resulted in the brushes not meeting specified criteria.

The licensee is developing an excellent predictive maintenance program. Particularly noteworthy
are the scope and quality of the vibration monitoring and motor operated valve diagnostic test
programs. The licensee has expanded the use of these techniques for characterizing component
performance, and has identified improvements that have directly contributed to improved
component reliability and plant safety. Early during this period, the licensee's measuring & test
equipment (hi&TE) control and issuance program was identified as a weakness. While the
hi&TE program was strengthened significantly, some implementation problems for equipment
issued for use by the operations organization continued until late in the period.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ __ _ - __ _ _ __ _ _ ___ - _ _ __
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The programs for Inservice inspection and for assessing erosion and corrosion in plant
components are effective. For example, inspections conducted in early 1991 idenufied one
piping area which displayed significant wall thinning and required replacement. The licensee
clearly defined the scope, responsibilities and acceptance criteria for the pump and valve ,

inservice Testing Program (IST). The system for IST data evaluation and trending is generally
effective. Ilowever, the NRC identified deficiencies related to cold shutdown testing of valves,
relief valve testing, and the technical adequacy of some check valve testing that the licensee
should have identified and resolved. The licensee implemented actions to address these specific
weaknesses, and began a review to assess overall IST program adequacy.

Most ST procedures were well written and technically sound. One exception, however, was that
some STs for routine monitoring of safety system operability were weak. For example,
procedures for daily verification of primary containment isolation valve back up gas supplies and
reactor vessel water level instruments did not contain adequate acceptance criteria, resulting in
delays in detecting equipment inoperabilities. In response to these weaknesws the licensee
reviewed and upgraded these routine tests. Licensee management committed resources to
resolution of this problem on a broader scale by continuing the ST procedum re write program.
Although progress in completing this program was somewhat slower than expected, procedures
produced are of consistent format, with clear acceptance criteria and well organized from a
human factors perspective.

The licensee planned and conducted major test evolutions effectively. For example, conduct of
the Unit 2 loss of off site power test, reactor vessel hydrostatic test and containment integrated
leak rate test following the refueling outage was excellent. One exception was the licensee's
control and conduct of test and troubleshooting activities associated with the emergency service
water (ESW) system. As a result of deficiencies in control of this evolution, the operability of
several safety systems war impacted. The licensec experienced a significant number of
unplanned engineered safety feature actuations due to poor performance of routine STs.
Instances of incorrect jumper placement, fuse removal or switch operation occurred. In several
cases, the procedure steps directing the actions included a second verification that was not
properly performed.' The underlying root causes for these recurring personnel errors were
unclear. The licensee analyzed each event und implemented corrective actions. In most cases
this reduced the frequency of occurrence in the short term. Ilowever, over the SALP period
these problems continued to surface, pointing out the need for additional licensee corrective
measures, based on evaluation of root causes and contributing institutional influences.

Licensee management made little progress in implementing actions to correct the deficiencies
in the ST scheduling and results review program that were identified during the last SALP
period. During the current period the licensee continued to identify examples of failure to
complete tests within the Technical Specification required frequencies, and when required due
to mode or power changes. The percentage of tests completed beyond the due date, but within
the grace period, remained high. The licensee failed to track, and did not meet, a commitment
to strengthen the ST results review and disposition process by developing guidelines for
operations personnel review of completed tests. The licensee completed two evaluations of the

..
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ST program _during the period, identified weaknesses and characterized their root causes.
Ilowever, the licensee did not take adequate steps during most of the period to resolve them. !

!Near the end of the SALP period the licensec developed a broad, long term plan to revise the
ST program. This plan focused on the identified root causes and apicated to be comprehensive.
Implementation of the plan began near the close of the period, so its effectiveness could not be
assessed. ;

!

In summary, the licensee planned and perforrned maintenance tasks effectively. The licensee's j

commitment to supervisory development, maintenance self-assessment and predictive mainte- :
nance programs were strengths. The need for improvement in maintenance personnel use of !

'

pnredures, the use of E'ITs and control of M&TB was identified. The lleensee planned and
conducted major testing evolutions in an excellent manner, liowever, ESW test control
deficiencies and the number of unplanned equipment actuations during the period indicated
weakness in work. standards and personnel knowledge and use of ST procedures. Thesc .

'

problems recurred during the period. The licensee did not take strong action to address ST
scheduling program problems until late in the period. As a result the number of missed tests
remained high.

,

III.C.2 Performance Rating: Category 2

lli.C.3 - SALP Board Comments

|The persistence of performance problems, such as ihose observed during conduct of surveillance -
and maintenance activities, despite implementation of corrective actions appears to indicate an
insufficient acceptance of quality work practices and standards,

f

Licensee management has been ineffective in establishing and implementing corrective actions
to resolve the long standing weaknesses in the ST scheduling program. The progress made near
the end of the assessment period in correcting this problem should be continued.

III,D Emergency Preparedness ..

III.D.1 Analysis

The previous SALP report rated Emergency Preparedness as Category 1. This rating was based
on good performance during the exercise, management involvement, staff experience and an

- effective emergency preparedness training program. The licensee maintained a good interface
with the Commonwealth- of Pennsylvania,' State and County governments. The licensee

maintained an effective emergency preparedness (EP) program.
t

i i i ii h-Site and Nuclear Group }{eadquarters staff continued their strong nvolvement n ma nta n ng t e
I quality of the EP program. Policies are well stated and dissemina6ed. Meetings of various

types, report follow up, and an ef&tive tracking system were used to track EP activities. The
'

,

L

I
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tracking system (Plant Information hianagement System) was placed in operation during this
assessment period, hianagers maintained Emergency Response Organization (ERO) position
qualifications and participated in several drills and an exercise. hianagement has also continued
to use selection managers to se!cet staff members for ERO posid ins, as well as to be responsible
for the staff's initial and continuing training. hianagers reviewed and approved modifications
to the Emergency Plan and Implementing Procedures,

hianagement involvement in assuring quality resulted in a generally good level of performance,
llowever, one concern was noted by the Quality Assurance organization regarding selection
manager performance, in that the number of trained members of the ERO was hilowed to fall
well below that specified in the emergency plan. This problem was corrected by the licensee
during the period. The NRC also noted that PECo conducted informal drills of ERO managers.
This was a good initiative, however, this training was not appropriately coordinated with the
Training Division. This could result in the training content not being validated and the trainees
not receiving credit for the training.

The site EP Section, a unit of the Site Support Division, was amply staffed by four well-
qualified persons, including a former senior reactor operator. The section supervisor maintained
a strong liaison with the Nuclear Group licadquarters EP program. The site program is well
supported by Nuclear Group IIcadquarters EP staff which was also stable and well-c,aalified.
Overall, the group was effective in carrying out its planning and implementation responsibilities

,

and was reflective of the strong management support for the EP program.

The site training department was responsible for training the site ERO and the Nuclear Group
IIcadquarters Training Department was responsible for training it's personnel for ERO positions.
The site EP training group is adequately staffed by two persons. Lesson plans were recently
rewritten to be task specific, a good initiative. Qualification cards for each ERO member listed
each function for which qualification was required, and trainees qualified by demonstrating that
they met performance norms for their assigned emergency response position. Ample hands-on
experience was provided through four station drills and bi weekly practical training in dose
projection for IIcalth Physics Technicians. Except for one period during which the ERO fell
below the levels specified in the Emergency Plan, EP training was provided throughout the year,
ensuring current knowledge by ERO personnel. Three managers were qualified for each kes
ERO position.

The effectiveness of training was evaluated during a drill and the annual e:;ercise. During the
drill, the ERO responded well with one exception. Emergency medical techn&s (EhtTs) were
also fire brigade qualified, but their primary function was emergency medical response and not
fire fighting. A conniet arose between these needs, and contrary to policy, the fire brigade
leader did not release the EhtTs to treat the medical emergency. The licensee identified this
weakness and attributed the cause to lack of proceduralization and absence of training in

|

approved procedures. Additionally, the effectiveness of training was demonstrated by the correct
classification of three Unusual Events and the subsequent proper implementation of the
Emergency Plan.

|

!
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During the annual exercise the ERO responded very well, with the exception of the exercise
weakness described below regarding information flow. The demonstration of the ability to
conduct an actual site evacuation of 950 people was outstanding; accountability was completed
in 30 minutes. This response was the result of stressing this area in drills. The Operations
Support Center (OSC) has been relocated, to a faci!!ty that provides additional space, more
communications capability, and better information displays. liowever, during the exercise, the
OSC response ranged from satisfactory to excellent. For example, command and control were
good, status of operational and health physics conditions (both on and off site) were clearly
indicated, and damage repair teams were handled effectively. Ilowever, there were problems
of congestion, lack of access to PC terminals to access PIMS, use of two conflicting dose control
procedures, and use of unapproved procedures. An exercise weakness was identified regarding
content, flow and control of infonnation. Specifically, con 0icting or incorrect data were
available many times during the exercise, including: several different times for release duration;
different stack release rates; unresolved calculations regarding fuel damage, and problems with

the state / licensee interface due to these data conflicts.

Quality Assurance audits were thorough and critical Auditors identified a training issue as a
denciency. Shift training did not adequately cover classification of General Emergencies and
development of PARS. Another area which concerned the auditors involved the lack of a
challenging EP section in the Licensed Operator Requalification Examination. PECo

management acknowledged the problem. Since the problem was identified at the end of the
assessment period, corrective action had not yet been initiated.

,

PECo was effective in its ongoing day to-day offsite emergency planning activities. Public
information was developed and disseminated to residents living within the Emergency Planning
7.one (EPZ) in a timely manner. Training and Letters of Agreement were current. Evacuation
Time Estimates had been updated. PECo initiated installation of 21 additional sirens and a
fec(1back mechanism to permit remote monitoring and testing. Interface with the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, the States of Maryland, Delaware and New Jersey, and local counties remained
strong,

la summary, the licensec maintained a well defined EP training program with an extensive drill
and practice schedule. Some issues were identified in audits regarding insufficient training for
reactor operators. During the NRC annual exercise, one exercise weakness was identified. The
routine off site EP interface with affected local and state governments was strong. Corporate
management is involved with site and Nuclear Group licadquarteis activities. These activities

- resulted in a good level of performance.

III.D.2 Performance Rating Category 1
,

.
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lil.E Security and Safeguards

Ill.E.1 Analysis

During the previous assessment period, the licensec's performance was rated as Category 1,
based on the licensec's implementation of a very effective, performance-oriented program.

The licensee sustamed their previous level of performance throughout this assessment period.
Upgrades and enhancements of the security systems and equipment, including the replacement
of ortions of the perimeter intrusion detection system and several assessment aids with

J
improved equipment were completed. The licensee also completed renovation of the security
access control facility, including the installation of new explosive detectors, new metal detectors
and x ray equipment upgrades for plant entry scarches, new rotogates, new control circuitry and
a redesigned badge issuance area. Plant and corporate security management personnel remained
active in organizations involved in nuclear plant security matters. This signincant commitment
of capital improvements and involvement is indicative of management's interest and support to
inaintain an effcetive security program.

During this assessment period, the security organization was assigned a full-tirne Security
Engineering Coordinator and a full-time 1&C Video Technician. The additional staffing
enhanced the licensec's ability to ensure that the security systems and equipment performed in
an effective manner. The licensee also incorporated security related preventive maintenance
(PM) items into the station's maintenance planning system in order to improve PM management.
The effective PM program and prompt corrective maintenance work performed by !&C and the
Security Engineering Coordinator significantly reduced the need for manning compensatory posts
and for unscheduled overtime.

The licensec's training program was administered by the security force contractor. The
licensec's new training facility contained a classroom dedicated for security training. The
training program was well structured, current and effective, as evidencal by minimal personnel
errors.

Staffing of the security force is consistent with program needs, as evidenced by the minimal use
of overtime, Members of the security force exhibited a professional demeanor, high morale,,

'

and were very knowledgeable of their duties. The security force and other plant employees
appeared to have a good working relationship. The turnover rate for the contract security force
is less than Svc percent.

Audits of the security program conducted by the licensee's Quality Assurance Group were
|

comprehensive in scope and depth. In addition, internal audits were also effectively used by|

l management to improve and enhance the program. Management's corrective actions in response
to the audit Gndings were prompt and effective.

|

|
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The licensee's Fitness-for-Duty (FFD) program was reviewed during the assessment periad.
Although some problems were encountered during initial implementation of the program, these
were rectified. The licensee has implemented an effective FFD program.

The licensee submitted one one-hour event report during the assessment period. The licensee
took prompt and appropriate corrective action for this event. A review of the licensee's loggable
security event reports found the events to be tracked, analyzed and corrected as necessary. The
reporting procedures were well understood by security supervisors and consistent with NRC
regulations.

The licensee submitted one revision to the Contingency Plan, two revisions to the Guard
Training and Qualification Plan and one revision to the Physical Security Plan under the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.54(p). The revisions were well written, techni: ally sound and reflected
a well-developed review process. Security personnel involved in maintaining program plans
were knowledgeable of NRC requirements and objectives.

In summary, the licensee continued to maintain a very effective and performance oriented
program. The continuing efforts to upgrade security systems and equipment demonstrated the
licensee's commitment to an effective security program. Management support was clearly
evident in all aspects of day-to<tay security operations, and in the planning and encution of
upgrades and enhancements.

Ill.E.2 Performance Ratink Category 1

Ill.F Engineering and Technical Support

Ill.F.1 Analysis

This area was rated Category 2 in the last assessment period. PECo exhibited strength in its
engineering support of site activities. The last SALP report identified delays in completing
engineeri.ig evaluations of operability issues, and continued weakness in environmental

qualification (EQ) of safety-related equipment,

During the current assessment period, the Nuclear Engineering Division (NED) management
team underwent significant changes, including the appointment of a new NED manager with
extensive industry experience. The NED organization remained largely unchanged. Sections
are organized by discipline, with Section Managers reporting to the Manager, NED, who reports
to the Vice President, Nuclear Engineering and Services Department. A branch of NED at
Peach Bottom whose staff provides daily contact with the station staff is a significant factor in
the improving communications between NED and the station. implementation of regular
NED/ plant staffinterface meetings provides an effective forum for the discussion of engineering
topics and the dissemination of information.

- _ _-____-___________ _ __ ____ _ ______-______ _ ____________-______ ___ ____ _
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The NED staffis composed of PECo and contractor engineers reporting to PECo management,
although the department is in the process of replacing the contractor personnel with PECo
employees. Staff experiences range from one year to more than thirty years and includes MS,
BS, and Associat; degrees in the various disciplines. An organized training program has been
implemented so that members of the engineering staff can maintain and enhance their skills. TM
licensee has iniW a personnel mtation program between the corporate office and the site,
which provida an . ellent opportunity for improved cooperation and commumcation between
the etc and NED.

Support to the site by NED was strong and well focused regarding emerging issues. Engineering
participation was effective in the resol'dca of DC fuse rating concerns, the evaluation of off site
power electric cable failures, and follow-up at Peach Bottom to concerns raised at Limerick
regarding flood and high energy line break barricts. These examples illustrate the improvement
in timelinass of NED plant operability evaluations performed during the current assessment
period. -

While NED response to emerging issues veas generally good, on several occasions the technical
quality of engineering products or support was less than adequate. An example of this was a
failure to identify an error in the calculation of the standby liquid control (SLC) pump net
positive suction head, a parameter which was used to support pump operability. This calculation
was prepared, reviewed, and approved by NED staff without identifying the deficiency.
Engineering support for development and maintenance of station operating and test procedures
evidenced some weakness. For example, design information concerning the impact of high SLC
solution storage tank temperature on pump operability, and performance reqisirements for the
containment isolation valve seismic gas supply system were not adequately transferred from
corporate engineering to the site. As a result this information was not translated into
procedures.

The NRC Safety System Functional Inspection (SSFI) follow-up inspection identified that several
engineering program areas were functioning well, including the control of design analyses,
calculations, and performance of 50.59 evaluations. The revised modification process
implemented by the licensee during the last assessment period has resulted in improved
modification quality. The use of modification teams to plan and oversee modification
development and implementation was a strength. The technical content, safety evaluations,
impicmenting instructions, and field installation activities of modifications associated with the
Unit 3 mid-cycle and Unit 2 refueling outages were generally of high quality. However, several
problems were identified with the process for the testing and turnover of completed modifica-
tions. The conditions that required the development of a post modification acceptance test and
the minimum document updates required prior to turnover were not clearly defined.

Program implementation deficiencies were noted throughout the SALP period that indicate a
continued need for management attention. Inadequacies were noted in the drawing update
program which affected the incorporation of drawing changes associated with some modifica-
tions, rod with maintenance of the controlled drawing files. Some nonconformance reports

_ - , . . . _ . . , _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . .
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(NCRs) were noted to lack proper revision or interfacing review, and some safety evaluations
of NCRs v cre noted to lack required Plant Operations Review Commit'.cc (PORC) approval.
Deficiencies were identined in the licensee's proccas for develepmer.t and maintenance of the

|
Q-List, in some cases safety-related equipment was omitted from the Q-List. The licensee
initiated comprehensive corrective actions to address each of these weaknesses.

During the SALP period, a number of license amendments for Units 2 and 3 were issued. The
technical submittals in support of these amendment requests generally showed a good
understanding of the engineering issues involved and reflected a safety conscious approach. A
change to the Technical Speci0 cations (TS) on an exigent basis, approved in July 1991, to allow
operation of Unit 3 with an uncoupled rod, demonstrated a clear understanding of the safety
issues involved and incorporated a logical and technically sound plan to monitor rod operation
in this con 0guration. Similar thoroughness in engineering review was evident in the licensee's
proposed change to the TS for incorporation of revised pressure temperature limits.

ihe licensee showed some weakness in effectively resolving several long standing technical
issues. Although the licensee completed significant modi 0 cation and testing activities, the
emergency service water (ESW) system design and performance deficiencies identined in a
February 1990 SSFI have not been resolved. These technical issues continued after the SALP
period, and late in the period impacted the operability of the emergency diesel generators and
various emergency core cooling system equipment, in a related matter, the licensee has failed
to meet several commitment dates for a proposed change to the TS dealing with the liSW

system. NiiD did not perform adequate evaluations and corrective action in response to
identincation of an emergency diesel generator area carbon dioxide Orc suppression system
design deficiency. And, although comprehensive actions were later initiated to correct Q List
de6ciencies, the initial analysis performed by NiiD failed to identify the root cause of the
deficiencies and to prevent recurrence.

The licensee's maintenance, operations, and systems engineering staffs perforrned reasonably
well. Maintenance engineering involvement in evaluation of equipment failures was evident.
In response to an increasing number of I&C related maintenance and test problems, the licensee
realigned maintenance engineering staff responsibilities and assigned additional resources to
ensure adequate involvement. The system engineering group was in a state of transition during
much of the period. The role and responsibilities of the system engineers and their ability to
cifectively monitor system performance were not demonstrated or clearly defined during much
of the period, less of experienced system engineers and supervisory turnover hindered efforts
to improve performance. The licensee has taken action to strengthen this area. Signincant staff
resources were dedicated to implement the system engineer training program, the initial phase
of which was completed for a majority of the staff. L2te in the period PECo approved the
addition of senior system engineer and supervisory positions, but the new positions were not
Giled prior to the close of the SALP period.

.

In summary, the Nuclear Engineering Department's approach to the resolution of technic d issues
was goal. The on site engineering staff performed effectively. Company efforts to improve

_ __
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performance are demonstrated by the initiation of training programs, the implementation of
regular NED/ plant interface meetings, and the initiation of a personnel rotation program.
However, engineering program weaknesses remain, such as those associated with the Q-List,
the adequacy of engineering corrective actions and some problems with the quality of
engineering support.

Ill.F.2 Performance Rating Category 2

Ill.G Safety Assessment / Quality VeriGeation

Ill.G.1 Analysis

During the previous assessment ocriod, licensee performance in this area was rated as Category
2. Licensee strength was noted in the high degree of involvement by corporate and station
management in station activities. Management was aggressive in resolving problems and was
closely involved in assaring nuclear safety. The performance of the licensee's QA organiration
was noted to have improved and on site and off site review committee.s were effective in their
review of plant operations. The liunsec's management generally took a technically sound and
conservative approach to operations and maintenance. Several continuing weaknesses were
noted, specifically in the areas of surveillance testing, radiation worker practices and operational
equipment status control.

Over the current assessment period, the licensec's corporate and senior station managemer't
maintained strong involvement in plant activhics. Management continued to initiate review and
assessment programs, such as the Annual Summary Assessment described below, to evaluate
different facets of station performance. Management also took steps to ensure the effectiveness
of existing programs. Despite the licensee's extensive review and assessment efforts, success
in achieving sustained p% ram and performance improvement remained limited.

Late in the SALP period the licensee conducted their first Annual Summary Assessment of
nuclear safety performance at Peach Bottom. This assessment evaluated plant safety challenges
and transients, and the effectiveness of station design and program controls and procedures in
mitigating unplanned occurrences. The licensee found that the station was operated in a safe

- manner, and that performana continues to improve. Several areas requiring management
attention, including the timeliness and completeness of corrective actions were identified. This
initiative appeared to be an effective tool in monitoring overall plant and organization
performance.

Other programs initiated during this period include the Plant Manager's Attention to Detail Task
Force, conducted in response to continuing problems with personnel performance in areas such
as surveillance testing and fuel handling operations. The Task Force evaluated the contributors
to the problems and identified a number of areas for improvement. However, the cyclical

of personnel errors over the remainder of the SALP period indicated that additionalrecurrencs

-
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effort is needed la this area. Nwr the close of the SALP period, the licensee initiated a Quality
Management p ogram which etcunpasses the use of gerlity teams and melues an extensive
program of tia.ning ana reinfc,,ccmen la performance management techniques. This prugram
will involve all byels of nuclear group management rmj supervision.

For review an.1 a'.sest nent programs initiated prior to this SALP period, the licensee has ,

'

demonstrated c. commitment to ensure the effectiveness and " lability of those efforts. The
licensee's orgohg program of system audits, medelled after the N1(C's Safety System Function d
Inspection (SSFI) prter; am, is led by a senior QA enginor and :taffed with a miA of licensee
and contractor perrennel. To date, the licem.ee has completed its own SSFis on four safety
systems. The effees were detailed arid idend0cd some significant issues; as a result, a nutnber
of corrective actions have been implemented. The licensee plans to perform two SSFJ type
auditr Mr year at peach Bottom.

in contrast to the licensec's good performance in the identification of pmblems, mixed results
were w. in the implementation of the correspondmq corrective acilons to improve
performance. Several longstanding weaknesses, such as licensed oprator staf0ng and career
development and the EQ progien, have seen signlGeant impiovement. Ibwever, the liansec't
corrective action process did not consistently ensum that the mot causal for performanco
deficiencies were identined, and eiftetive and thsting corrcetive actions developed and
imp!cmente!. For eyample, sn"cral probkm areas discussed in the last Mt.P such as the
it..weillance test scheduling program, radiation work practias, and signincant perfarnance
dc0ciencies wi'h the ISW sywem were not resa ved. Progtum weakusses recognized by
licensee personnel involving process!ng of te.nporary plant riterutloas and temporary proeccure
char.ges were not corrected until concern vos raised by the NR". The N1(C also noted deficien-
cies in the areas of procedurt contrc), drawing control and equipment classi0 cation. While these
we?] messes were addressed promptly by thn licensee, routine licensee program oversight should

hrve identified and correded them withaut MRC involven1nt.

The Ir. dependent Safety Engineering Greup (ISEG) continuvi to l>e effective 'n providing
independant reviews of plant sta|f perfa:mrace. On severti occasioris, ISEG compacted specific
event or issue-rel.4tc4 reviews at die request of the pihnt Manager, ,lemonstrating the
develcpment of a gcxxl working relatiniship. During tha. previous pnod, the licensee initiated
a Design imsis Doc;tmentation (DBD) pro;. ram. During this ocrnd, the licensee has continuedi

with implementation of fl e program, completing the initial phase of the DDD cffort for severali

systems.

Licensee it.anatement continued to devote significant iesourecs to training and development of
~

<

first line supervisors. Lupemsory candidates from all parts of the organization attend the
Supervisory Development Academy. Improved communications and supervisory skills of
prograrn graduates were evident.

Daily involvement and moaitoring of plant activities by the Vice Presideas - Peach Bottom and
the plant Manager have been evident throughout the SAlp period. Senior management

. . . -. . ..
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consistently encouraged the plant staff to proceed in a safety conscious and cautious manner, and
with a questioning attitude. Licensee management has also stressed th.' need for improvt j
communication and teamwork. Some impioved teamwork and communication was evident in
the excellent performance observed during the Unit 3 mid-cycle and the Unit 2 refueling
outages. These activities involved implementation of Mgnincant modifications, and were
completed in a well controlled manner. Ilowever, the periodic lapses in personnel attention-to-
detail indicate that the approach encouraged by mWagement is not always practiced.

Personnel performance problems resulting in a high number of inadsertent safety equipment
actuations and reportable events, such as the series of fuel loading errors in February 1991 at
Unit 2, were addressed with aggressive short term actions. Ilowever, the recurrence of this
trend several times during the SALP period indicates that deeper evaluation and more lasting
corrective actions are needed. The respo tse oflicens<c management to QA and ISEG findings
was not consistently of good quality. In :,ome caus, analys s in response to Corrective Action
Requests (CARS) were narrowly focussed and failed to address the problem's root cause. In
general, it apcears that performance expetations and standards related to conduct of routine
activities and problem resolution havn not been accepted at all levels of the organization. Late
in the SALP period the licensee recognized the gencrtil weakt ess in development and
implementation of corteeiive action, and elevated the issue for senior management review and
action. One example of effective and timely acuon ;nitia:M by the licensec was the resolution
of issues associated with Eiacrgency Operating rrocedures (EOPs). The licensec established
short and long term actions and appropriate 1v applied the findings of a Limerick EOP inspection
to Peach Ik>ttom,

Licensee performance in the licensing area was generally streng, although some improvement
is needed in the quality of licensing activities. In most applications the licensee detr,onsvated
a clear understanding of the safety issues involved and proposed technically sound solutions.
Technical work on the Second 10-Year Inservice Testing prograra submittal was strong.
Licensee submittals for incorporating revised pressure - tempemture limits and revised core and
containment cooling system surveillance requirements wete well documented, detailed and
thorough.110 wever, problems were noted in the technical completeness of several licensing
submittals. A Technical Specincation (TS) Change Request, handled on an exigent basis, for
operation with an uncoupled rod and a TS Change Request involving minimum critical power
ratio safety limits, required additional technical documentation. Some weakness was also noted
in the licensee's ability to fulnll licensing action commitments. Specifically, several
commitment dates in the submittal of a license amendment for the ESW system were slipped.
This wmkness was discussed by the licensee and the NRC staff mid way through the SALP
period,

in summary, the licensee initiatives discussed above, as well as those addressed in the individual
SALP functional areas, have resulted in strengthening overall performance. The licensee's
corporate and station management demonstrated a commitment to identify areas for performance
improsement. The resources applied to the Annual Summary Assessment, SSFis and some more
narrowly focussed review programs illustrate the licensee's commitment to improvement.f

|
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1.icensee senior management clearly advocates a safety conscious, well controlled apprnch to
plant operation. However, weaknesses in determining root causes and tra l'ating problem

ndiscovery into performance improvement, and in establishing and reivorcing quality 've
standards -J all levels in the organliation, has hampered progress.

Ill.G.2 Performance Rating: category 2

Ill.G.3 SALP Ikeard Comment

The Tau ' observed that, across a spectrum of programs and operat!ons, the 1;cer.ux c.xpended
considera>le resources in assessing performance weaknesses. It v as also ibserved that ihn
licensee has displayed a weakness in devising and successfully imrdementing correc ve acticns
and program improvements that address the findings of the various review .tnd ancsmant
ei or. Although the licensee has apparently recognited the disgrity beimn assessment and
impri remerit, the 11oard felt the weakness to be of fur:Aimental import nee 'n "each Isotrom's
progress to overall performance improvement, and thu: worthy of i.wntion

it appeared to the lloard that although corporate and senior mxian lent promoM high rtar'Jards
of quality and performance, the acceptance of poor work practices and sta d. ds by tlie plan,
staff and supervision contributed to the licensee's inability to achieve sostained ovecall program
improvement. An additional impediment to progress appeared to be the inconsistent quality of
root cause analyses. While some root cause analyses were tnorough, ot'*ei were noted to be
cursory and narrowly focused. Improvement in these broao mstitutional weas appeared to be
critical in supporting future licensee progress.

IV SUPPORTING DATA AND SUMMARIES

IV.A Licensee Activities

During the previous S ALP period the licensee operated Unit 2 and completed the restart prograni
for Unit 3. The current period began with bos u.iit., ops n .ing and inchu%) one refueling
outage and one mid cycle maintenance outage. The Fec'stt rende s. veral important
management changes just prior to or during the period. The Vice P t tident pcach Ilottom
assumed his responsibilities immediately prior to the start of the p iod, The Nuclear.

Engineering Division hianager, plant Yanager a a pn?ct hianager elated to take early
|

retirement and were replaced. Tbc Quah.y Assurance hianagei nn> Operat!ons hianager
positions were vacated due to f romotioih and were refilled.

Unit 2 began the period at a 'l power. Ti plant exptrienced five forced shutdowns due to 1)
| inoperable reactor wt t .r level instruments; 2) an electro hydraulic centrol system fluid leak; 3)

a 4 KV safety bus undervoltage relay design inadequacy; 4) failure < f fectr6 .able associated
with one of th aff site power sourcer., and 5) failure of a recirculation pump seal, in addition,

1
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one rapid power reduction and manual scram were initiated during the period in response to a,

loss of condenser air removal and degrading vacuum during troubleshooting. The licensee also'

completed a unit refueling outage in April 1991. This outage included replacement of the Unit
2 condenser and severr.1 other major modifications. At the close of the period the unit was;

operating at near full power.

Unit 3 began the period at 85% of full power. Power was limited due to poor condenser
performance. The licensee completed one rapid power reduction and manual scram following
isolation of the off gas system due to failure of a cooling water valve. Two automatic reactor
scrams from power occurred as a result of 1) a loss of main transformer cooling due to failure
of the power supply breaker, and 2) a main generator trip caused by a lightning strike. The
licensee completed a unit mid cycle outage in November 1990. At the close of the period the
unit was in coast-Jown, preparing for a September 1991 refueling outage.

IV.B NRC Inspection and Review Activities

Three NRC Resident inspectors were assigned to the site during the assessment period. The
total NRC direct inspection effort expended ciuring the 14 month assessment period wah 5621
hours, or 4818 hours on an annualized basis. NRC team inspections and reviews were

conducted as follows:

A team of five inspectors evaluated the licensce's short term corrective actions and long-*

term action plan in response to a NRC Safety system functional inspection (SSFI) of the
emergency service water system. In addition, the team evaluated portions of the
licensee's corrective action program,10 CFR 50.59 cvaluation process and the design
calculation control program.

A team of four inspectors observed and evaluated the licensee's annual emergency*

preparedness exercise.

The NRC conducted a licensed operator requalification program evaluation.*

The NRC administered examinations to the licensee's first dual license Limited Senior*

Reactor Operator Fuel llandling program candidstes.

Three NRC operator license initial examinations were conducted during the period.*

IV.C Significant Enforcement Actions

The NRC issued no escalated enforcement action during this SALP period.

- - - - - . - - ..
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SALP EVALUATION CRITERIA

Licensee performance is assessed in selected functional areas, depending on whether the facility
is in a construction or operational phase. Functional areas normally represent areas signincant
to nuclear safety and the environment. Some functional areas may not be assessed because of
little or no licensee activiries or lack of meaningful observations in that area. Special areas may
be added to highlight signincant observations.

The following evaluation criteria were used, as applicable, to assess each functional area:

assurance of quality, including management involvement and controle

approach to the resolution of technical issues from a safety standpointe
enforcement history*

operational and construction events, including response to, analyses of, reporting of, ande

corrective actions for
staffing, including managemento
cffectiveness of training and qualincation program*

On the basis of the SALP Board assessment, each functional area evaluated is rated according

to three performance categories. The definitions of these performance categories are given
below.

Category 1 Licensee management attention to and involvement in nuclear safety or safeguards
activities resulted in a supeilor level of performance. NRC will reduce levels of
inspection effort.

Category 2 Licensec management attention to and involvement in nuclear safety or safeguards
activities resulted in a good level of performance. NRC will consider maintaining
normal levels of inspection effort.

Category 3 Licensee management attention to and involvement in nuclear safety or safeguards
activities resulted in an acceptable level of performance. NRC will consider
increased levels of inspection effort.

Category N Insufncient information exists to support an assessment oflicensee performance.
These cases would include instances in which a rating could not be developed
because of insufncient licensee activity or insufficient NRC inspection.

The SALP Board may assess a functional area and compare the licensee's performance during
a portion of the assessment period to that during an entire period in order to determine a
performance trend. Generally, performance in the latter part of a SALP period is compared to
the performance of the entire period. Trends in performance from one period to the next may
also be noted. The trend categories used by the SALP Ikccd are as follows:

-- . . _.
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Improving: Licensee performance was determined to be improving during the assenment
period.

Declining: Licensee performance was determined to be declining during the assessment
.

period and the licensee had not taken meaningful steps to address this pattem.

A trend is assigned only when, in the opinion of the SALP Board, the trend is significant enough
to be considered indicative of a likely change in the performance category in the near future.
For example, a classification of ' Category 2, lmproving' indicates the clear potential for

_

" Category 1" performance in the next SALP period,

it should be noted that Category 3 performance, the lowest category, represents acceptable safety
performance. If at any time the NRC concluded that a licensec was not achieving an adequate
level of safety performance, it would then be incumbent upon NRC to take prompt appropriate
action in the interest of public health and safety. Such matters would be dealt with independent-

ly from, and on a more urgent schedule than, the SALP process.
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Docket Nos. 50-277
50-278

Philadelphia Electric Company
Correspondence Control Desk
A'lTN: Mr. Dickinson M. Smith

Senior Vice President Nuclear
P. O. Ilox 195
Wayne, PA 19037-0195

Dear Mr, Smith:

Subject: Initial Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) Report Number
50 277/90-99; 278/90-99

A NRC sal P Board, conducted on September 23, 1991, reviewed and evaluated the
. performance of activities at the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station for the period of June I,
1990, through August 3,1991. The enclosed initial SALP Report documents the results of this

We will contact you soon to schedule a meeting to discuss the SALP evaluation.assessment.

At the SAI.P meeting you should be prepared to discuss our assessment, and your plans to
continue to improve performance. The meeting is intended to be a candid dialogue w herein any
comments you may have regarding our report are discussed. Additionally, you may provide
written comments within 20 days after the meeting,

Your cooperation with us is appreciated.

Sincerely,

/m u
Domas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

!

Enclosure: Initial SAI.P Report No. 50-277/90-99; 50 278/90-99
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Philadelphia Electric Company 2"
-

cc w/ encl: Enclosures:
D. B. Miller, Vice President, Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
D. R. lielwig, Vice President, Nuclear Engineering and Services
K. P. Powers, Plant Manager, Peach Bottom Atomic Power Statiet
J. W. Austin, Project Manager, Peach Bottorn Atomic Power Station
B. J. Cullen, Esquire, Assistant General Counsel (Without Report)
G. J. Beck, Jr., Manager, Licensing Section
R. J. lees, Chairman, Nuclear Review Board
A. A. Fulvio, Regulatory Engineer, Peach llottom Atomic Power Station
J. Urban, General Manager, Fuels Department, Delmarva Power
S. B. Ungerer, Director, joint Generation Projects Department, Atlantic Electric
B. Gormp, Manager External Affairs
J. W. Durham, Sr., Senior Vice President and General Counsel
R. L. l{ ovis, Esquire (Without Report)
R. McLean, Power Plant Siting, Nuclear Evaluations
J.11. Walter, Chief Engineer, Public Service Commission of Maryland
D. Poulson, Secretary of liarford County Council
R. o hs, Maryland Safe Energy Coalitionc

:aham, PAO (20)
! ac Document Room (PDR)
local Public Document Room (1.PDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)

'

NRC Resident inspector
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
TMl Alert
The Chairman
Commissioner Curtiss
Commissioner Rogers
Commissioner Remick

!
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PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANYs

NUCLEAR GROUP HEADQUARTERS

955 65 CHESTERBROOK DLVD.

WAYNE. PA 19087 5691

D. M. f MIT H hovember 21, 1991
..... ... ne ....,... 6...

Docket Nos. 50-277
50-278

License Hos. DPit-44
DPR-56

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

SUBJECT: Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3
Response to Initial Systematic Assessment of
License Performance Report Number 50-277/90-99 and
50-278/90-99

Dear Sir

Philadelphia Electric Company appreciated the
opportunity to discuss the above referenced initial Systematic
Assessment of Licenseo Performance (SALP) Report with the NRC at
the meeting held on November 20, 1991.

We concur with the SALP Board's assessment of
activities at Peach 90ttom. We are particularly concerned with
the weaknesses identified in the area of root cause determination
and resultant ineffe'tive corrective actions. We have identified
the following five e.reas where action is required to improve
performance at Peach Bottomt employee communications, root cause
analysis / corrective action, radworker/ safety performance,
surveillance testing, personnel error / attention to detail. In
addition, we will continue to convey senior management's
commitment to a safety culture.

If you have any questions or wish to discuss any areas
fur'her, please do not heritate to call.

Sincerely,

cc: T. T. Martin, Administrator, Region I, USNRC
J. J. Lyash, USNRC Senior Resident Inspector, PBAPS
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